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The building of the former Stock
Exchange Palace was purchased by
Canadian developer Tippin Corporation
for 4.5 billion HUFs, in 2006.
Under the direction of the Canadian
company, American architects Beyer
Blinder Belle are preparing the plans for
their first project together. The two
companies met through a New York
business associate.
The American company is working on
the plans together with a local company
CMA International Hungary. Local
architectural historians compiled three
volumes of research, which have been a
valuable tool in understanding the
history of the building.
This is a very important project for the
company and for Budapest.
The redevelopment of Exchange Palace
will be one of the most significant
historical restorations in Hungary. The
Developer is presently moving through
the approval process with favorable
response from authorities.
The primary task of the architects is to
steer the building through the design,
permit and approval process.

The architects have numerous historic
restorations to their credit, including the
Empire State Building, Rockefeller
Center, Grand Central Station, and the
US Capital Building.
According to the architects, the exterior
façade of the building is in relatively
good condition. The facade will be
restored and the ground floor will be
reopened to the street, where shops and
café’s will be created. Unfortunately the
interior is in an astonishingly bad
condition as a result of many rebuilds
and modifications. The architects have
created a plan to restore the original
circulation plan and to restore all of the
remaining architectural features.
On the plans there is a round shaped
glass tower replacing the existing Soviet
era transmission tower. This tower will
provide unobstructed 360 degree views
over Budapest.
According to the plans, some of the most
dramatic first floor spaces will be open to
the public for exhibitions, conferences,
events and receptions. The cultural and
social importance of the building will be
promoted.

